Abstract. -Let π : X Ñ P 1 Q be a non-singular conic bundle over Q having n non-split fibres and denote by N pπ, Bq the cardinality of the fibres of Weil height at most B that possess a rational point. Serre showed in 1990 that a direct application of the large sieve yields
Introduction
The asymptotic distribution of the members of a family of varieties that have a rational point has been the focus of intensive investigation during recent years. There are families of Fano varieties over Q where the percentage of fibres with a Q-point exists and is positive. Poonen and Voloch [PV04] have verified this in the case of hypersurfaces on the condition that the Brauer-Manin obstruction is the only obstruction to the Hasse principle for rational points on certain varieties. Research on this theme has subsequently flourished; the interested reader is referred to the recent work of Loughran and Smeets [LS15] and the thorough list of references it provides. It is noteworthy that families of conics were excluded from the Poonen-Voloch results since in this case the percentage is expected to vanish. Our aim in this paper is to focus on this exceptional case.
The exceptional behavior, first noticed by Serre [Ser90] , can be explained, for example, through [BCF`15, Th.1.2] of Bhargava, Cremona, Fisher, Jones, and Keating, where it is stated that the probability that a quadratic form in 3 variables over Z p is isotropic is given by ρ 3 ppq " 1´p 2pp`1q 2 . Owing to the Hasse principle, this suggests that the percentage of isotropic planar conics over Q with coefficients of size B should vanish asymptotically as B Ñ 8 and, more precisely, it should decrease like ź pďB ρ 3 ppq -plog Bq´1 {2 .
Serre [Ser90] used the large sieve to prove upper bounds of the aforementioned order of magnitude and raised the problem of verifying that this is the correct order of magnitude. Obtaining precise lower bounds is a genuinely harder problem, since one needs a method for finding rational points. There are fewer difficulties when the generic fibre satisfies the Hasse principle, however, even in this case, there have been only very special cases in which the problem has been solved. More specifically, Hooley [Hoo93] and Guo [Guo95] proved the correct lower bound for the case of diagonal planar conics, and later, Hooley [Hoo07] proved a similar result in the case of general planar conics.
Let π : X Ñ P 1 Q be a non-singular conic bundle over Q. A singular fibre π´1pmq above a closed point m P P 1 Q is called split if both of its components are defined over the residue field Qpmq and non-split otherwise. Denoting the set of non-split fibres by Mpπq, and letting n " 7Mpπq, Serre's problem reads as follows: assuming that there exists a smooth Q-isotropic fibre of π, then verify that the quantity Npπ, Bq :" 7 ! x P P where H is the usual Weil height on P 1 Q . It should be noted that Loughran [Lou13] has stated a broader and more precise form of (1.1) that he furthermore verified in specific situations. Following Skorobogatov [Sko96] , we let rpπq " ÿ mPM pπq rQpmq : Qs denote the rank of the fibration π. As a special case of [Lou13, Cor.1.4] the estimate (1.1) is promoted to an asymptotic formula when rpπq " 2 and n " 1, and the proof uses harmonic analysis on toric varieties. Our main theorem settles Serre's problem in cases where one lacks such a structure.
Theorem 1.1. -Let π : X Ñ P 1 Q be a non-singular conic bundle over Q of rank rpπq ď 3 and assume that there exists a smooth fibre with a rational point. Then
Npπ, Bq -B 2 plog Bq n{2 .
The existence assumption is obviously necessary for the lower bound. However, in the case rpπq " 3 it becomes redundant. Indeed, when rpπq " 3, X becomes birational to a quintic del Pezzo surface by the work of Iskovskih [Isk79, Th.5] and therefore the theorem of Enriques [Enr97] combined with [Man86, Th.29.4 ] reveals that X is Q-rational, and in particular it has at least one smooth fibre with a Q-point.
In what follows we outline the proof of Theorem 1.1 as well as the structure of the paper. Constructing indicator functions that detect the isotropic fibres is a key novel ingredient of the proof of Theorem 1.1. It allows the transformation of Npπ, Bq into an average of arithmetic functions over values of binary forms (see (3.6) and (3.8)). The construction will be brought to life in §3.
The next step takes place in §4 and regards the most important technical device of our paper, namely Hooley neutralisers. Using the approach expounded by Hooley [Hoo74] allows us to extirpate certain awkward arithmetic functions apparent in (3.6), by introducing new weights coming from a combinatorial sieve. This reduces the problem to one of estimating asymptotically specific divisor sums, with an error term that exhibits a power saving.
A precise definition of the divisor sums at hand is supplied in (4.1). They are of shape ÿ |s|,|t|ďB
where p¨¨q denotes the Jacobi symbol, F i P Zrs, ts are forms of even degree, ∆ i P Zrs, ts are irreducible forms with ř i degp∆ i q ď 3, and the summation is over coprime integers s and t, satisfying certain congruence conditions. There is a large volume of literature that builds on the seminal work of S. Daniel [Dan99] to evaluate similar averages. However, his approach allows a power saving in the error term only in the case ř i degp∆ i q ď 3, which is the only element in our proof of Theorem 1.1 obstructing its generalisation to all non-singular conic bundles with a smooth Q-isotropic fibre. We shall state our result regarding divisor sums in Theorem 4.5 and its proof will be the sole aim in §5.
A confluence of entirely new features appear in §5 for the first time in the context of divisor sums over values of binary forms. Initially, one is faced with the presence of the forms F i rather than fixed integers. This poses added difficulties that require serious modification of Daniel's approach (see Proposition 3.2). A further novel feature of our treatment lies in the fact that our method is uniform in the factorisation of the form ś i ∆ i over Q (see Lemma 5.9). Lastly, we will prove that the modulus defining the aforementioned congruence conditions on s and t is allowed to assume values up to a positive power of B. This level of distribution result is the most advanced new component of our work; we shall put it into form in Theorem 4.5.
The Rosser-Iwaniec sieve enters the stage during §6 and it is the final step in the proof of Theorem 1.1. As is surely familiar to sieve experts, the use of sieve weights precludes the possibility of obtaining an asymptotic for Npπ, Bq in Theorem 1.1.
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Notation. -For any k, k 1 P Z we shall denote their greatest common divisor and least common multiple by gcdpk, k 1 q and rk, k 1 s respectively. The set of all primitive integer vectors in Z k will be denoted by Z k prim , while the p-adic valuation of an integer k will be denoted by ν p pkq. As usual, we let τ pkq denote the number of positive divisors of any non-zero integer k. Each x P R k has a supremum norm which will be denoted by }x}, and similarly, for a bounded set C Ă R k we shall represent the supremum of
Given a polynomial f P Rrx 1 , . . . , x k s we shall denote the maximum absolute value of its coefficients by xf y.
The data associated to the conic bundle apparent in Theorem 1.1 will be considered constant throughout. This is taken to mean that, although each implied constant in the big O notation will depend on several quantities related to π, we shall avoid recording these dependencies. The list of the said quantities consists of
whose meaning will become evident in due course. Any other dependencies of the implied constants on further parameters will be explicitly specified via the use of a subscript. The symbol ε will be used for a small positive parameter and its value may vary, allowing, for example, inequalities of the form x ε Î ε x ε{2 .
Preliminaries
We shall follow closely the geometric setup for conic bundles as given in [BSJ14, §2.2]. The fibre of π above the point rs, ts P P 1 Q is of the shape Q s,t " 0, where
and all f ij are binary integer forms. The non-singularity of X shows that the discriminant of Q s,t , defined through
is separable. We shall assume that all principal minors of the matrix pf ij q P pZrs, tsq
3ˆ3
are forms of even degree, say d i P 2Z ě0 for i " 1, 2, 3. The fact that we are interested in lower bounds of the correct order of magnitude for Npπ, Bq allows us to assume with no loss of generality, that the fibre at infinity is smooth, a fact equivalent to t ∤ ∆ps, tq in Zrs, ts. It furthermore allows us to assume that all singular fibres are non-split, since contracting one line in any split singular fibre does not affect the order of magnitude of Npπ, Bq. We have the factorisation ∆ps, tq "
where the forms ∆ i are irreducible over Zrs, ts and coprime in pairs; they are in correspondence with the singular fibres of π. For each i " 1, . . . , n we fix a root θ i P Q of ∆ i px, 1q " 0 once and for all for the rest of this paper. The fact that each singular fibre is non-split implies that non of the lines comprising the singular fibre above rθ i , 1s is defined over the residue field Qpθ i q. Let us recall that in the notation of [BSJ14, §2.2], the morphism ps, t; xq Þ Ñ ps{t; rx 1 t´d 1 {2 , x 2 t´d 2 {2 , x 3 t´d 3 {2 sq maps each ps, t; xq P A 5 with Q s,t pxq " 0, x ‰ 0 and ps, tq ‰ 0 to a point on the variety S 1 Ă A 1ˆP2 given by Q u,1 pxq " 0. This reveals that there exists an integer d that makes the following identity valid,
Construction of the detectors
Owing to the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 there exist ps 0 , t 0 q P Z 2 prim and y P Z 3 prim such that Q s 0 ,t 0 pyq " 0 and ∆ps 0 , t 0 q ‰ 0. The implicit function theorem for the R-morphism π : XpRq Ñ P 1 pRq provides a set C Ă R 2 of non-empty interior that contains both 0, ps 0 , t 0 q and that is closed under scalar multiplication, such that whenever ps, tq P C then Q s,t " 0 is smooth and has a real point. Observe that given any finite set of lines of R 2 all of which pass through the origin but none through ps 0 , t 0 q, there exists a box inside C that contains ps 0 , t 0 q and not intersecting any of the lines. This shows that there exists a box of non-empty interior R Ă C such that if ps, tq P R 2 X BR and B P R ą1 then ∆ps, tq ‰ 0, Q s,t pRq ‰ H and ∆ i ps, tq∆ i ps 0 , t 0 q ą 0 if ∆ i is linear.
(3.1) given that Q s,t pxq " 0 has a Q p -point whenever p ∤ ∆ps, tq.
It is important to highlight that (3.3) gives us the freedom to choose D 0 arbitrarily large. The idea of restricting to congruences modulo the integer
where n p ě κ p , comes from sieve theory. We shall often enlarge the size of D 0 and n p with no further mention, this will allow us to deal with complications arising from the effect of small primes. We shall always choose W to depend solely on the coefficients of the forms f ij ps, tq in (2.1) and in particular W will be independent of the counting parameter B.
Owing to the vanishing of ∆pθ i , 1q, the form Q θ i ,1 pxq is singular and thus ∇Q θ i ,1 pvq " 0 for some non-zero vector v P Zrθ i s 3 . Fixing some 1 ď ℓ i ď 3 satisfying v ℓ i ‰ 0 allows us to consider the discriminant of the binary quadratic form Q s,t px ℓ i " 0q. This discriminant, henceforth called F i ps, tq, is a binary form in Zrs, ts and has even degree owing to the assumption that the matrix of the quadratic form Q s,t pxq has principal minors of even degree. It is important to note that the construction of F i is not unique since it depends on the choice of ℓ i . We can however make a choice of ℓ i following the algorithm above, and fix this choice once and for all for the rest of this paper.
For any N P N and any field K of characteristic not 2, we let Q P Krx 1 , . . . , x N s be any quadratic form. Then for all x P K N , we have 4Qpxq " 2Qpxq`∇Qpxq¨x, where¨denotes the inner product in K N . Therefore we obtain that if ∇Qpxq " 0, then Qpxq " 0. Let us next prove that the fact that the singular fibre above rθ i , 1s is not a double line implies Resp∆ i , F i q ‰ 0. Indeed, assuming with no loss of generality that ℓ i " 1 and considering the transformation y " T´1 i x, where
We have made use of Q θ i ,1 pvq " 0, which is implied by ∇Q θ i ,1 pvq " 0 and of (3.4) for
The calculation above reveals that there exists an invertible transformation defined over Qpθ i q that transforms the singular fibre above rθ i , 1s into the binary quadratic form
Since our conic bundle is non-singular, each singular fibre is not a double line and therefore the discriminant of the said quadratic form, F i pθ i , 1q, must be non-zero. However, if Resp∆ i , F i q " 0 then the irreducibility of ∆ i would yield that ∆ i |F i in Zrs, ts and therefore F i pθ i , 1q " 0, a contradiction. Let us record here the obvious observation that since the singular fibre above rθ i , 1s is non-split, we have that
Proposition 3.1 (Detectors). -There exists a large positive constant D 0 , that depends at most on the coefficients of the equation Q s,t " 0 which defines the conic bundle, such that, whenever ps, tq P Z 2 prim with ∆ps, tq ‰ 0 and p ą D 0 is a prime that divides ∆ps, tq, then there exists a unique i P t1, . . . , nu satisfying p|∆ i ps, tq and
Proof. -Recalling (2.2) and taking D 0 large enough so that W includes all prime divisors of the resultant of ∆ i and ∆ j for all i ‰ j, immediately yields that there exists a unique index i P t1, . . . , nu such that p|∆ i ps, tq. The fact that t ∤ ∆ps, tq in Zrs, ts implies that ∆ i p1, 0q ‰ 0. Enlarging D 0 allows us to assume that p ∤ ∆ i p1, 0q and therefore the coprimality of s and t reveals that p ∤ t. We therefore obtain that Ξ p :" s{t pmod pq is defined and, in light of (2.3), Q s,t " 0 has a Q p -point if and only if Q Ξp,1 " 0 does. Noting that ∆ i pΞ p , 1q " 0 pmod pq, allows us to confirm that the map ψ : Zrxs{p∆ i px, 1qq Ñ Z{pZ, given by hpxq`p∆ i px, 1qq Þ Ñ hpΞ p q pmod pq , is well-defined and a ring homomorphism.
Taking a larger value for D 0 allows us to obtain the coprimality of p and ψpv ℓ i q2Resp∆ i , F i q and hence the matrix ψpT i q P pZ{pZq 3ˆ3 is invertible. Therefore applying ψ to the equality
Bringing together the observations s " Ξ p t pmod pq and 2| degpF i q finishes the proof of our proposition.
Introducing for each ps, tq P B and i P t1, . . . , nu the entities ri ps, tq :" ź Define for any k P Z´t0u and z P R X pD 0 , 8q the function
Furthermore, whenever z P R X pD 0 , Bq we define
which will eventually be a small positive constant. Let us recall that for the integer j " 7tp|k :
ri ps, tq 2 ωp∆ i ps,tq;zq .
(3.6)
Before the end of this section we record a result which will facilitate the application of the hyperbola trick in §5. For any integer n P Z´t0u define
Proposition 3.2. -For all ps, tq P B and i " 1, . . . , n we havê
Proof.
-Notice that for all ps, tq under consideration the conic Q s,t pxq " 0 is smooth and is soluble over R and Q p for all primes p satisfying p ď D 0 or p ∤ ∆ps, tq. By Hilbert's reciprocity formula we obtain ź p|∆ps,tq pąD 0
and hence Proposition 3.1 yields that
Noting that the rank rpπq " ř n i"1 degp∆ i q is at most 3 shows that the vector pdegp∆ i qq
can only be one of the following, p3q, p2, 1q, p1, 1, 1q, p2q, p1, 1q or p1q. In the first case, the proof of our claim is furnished immediately by (3.7), while in the two remaining cases, (3.7)
shows that it suffices to prove´F i ps,tq ∆ i ps,tq :¯" 1 for each i with ∆ i linear. Indeed, let ∆ i ps, tq " a i s´b i t be such a form, where a i , b i are integers with pa i , b i q ‰ 0. Letting c i :" F i pb i , a i q, we observe that there exists a polynomial g i P Zrx, ys such that
as can be shown by a Taylor expansion for example. Specialising to px, yq " ps, tq and using that 2| degpF i q, we obtain the equalitŷ
To continue our argument, we augment W by assuming that 4c i ∆ i ps 0 , t 0 q|W . Note that for all ps, tq in our lemma there exist ps 1 , t 1 q P Z 2 such that ps, tq " ps 0 , t 0 q`W ps 1 , t 1 q and hence we have that
The integer in the parenthesis is positive due to (3.1). Noting that ∆ i ps 0 , t 0 q|W shows that ∆ i ps 0 , t 0 q : " 1, and therefore q " 1, and therefore our proof is hereby concluded.
We shall now record an explicit formula for Npπ, Bq which is valid for non-singular conic bundles of any rank. This formula is not used in the present paper but can be helpful in future work in the area. Let us define for any index i " 1, . . . , n and all ps, tq P Z 2 prim satisfying ∆ps, tq ‰ 0 the arithmetic functions r r i ps, tq :" ź
which, by Lemma 3.1, fulfil
Introducing for any D ą 0 the set SolpDq :" tps, tq P Z 2 : Q s,t " 0 isotropic over R and Q p for all p ď Du, allows us to deduce via the Hasse principle that
since the only degenerate fibres contributing towards Npπ, Bq are the ones defined over Q. We next sketch how one could deal with the conditions on the summation over s, t imposed by the set SolpD 0 q. We can see, for example, by diagonalising Q s,t " 0 over R and using the Hilbert symbol over R, that there is a finite union of open, disjoint, and non-empty sets R j Ă R 2 such that Q s,t " 0 has a real point if and only if ps, tq P Ť j R j . To deal with p-adic solubility for the small primes p ď D 0 , we can observe that for each prime p ě 2, whenever p α }∆pσ, τ q and ps, tq " pσ, τ q pmod p α`1 q, then Q s,t " 0 has a Q p -point if and only if Q σ,τ " 0 has, and therefore one can then partition the sum over s, t in sets defined pmod p α`1 q for all p ď D 0 and α P Z ě0 . The periodic property we mentioned can be inferred by observing that a smooth conic Q " 0 has a p-adic point if and only if its p-adic Hardy-Littlewood density is positive and that the limit [Sof14, Eq.(1.2)] defining the p-adic density stabilises as soon as n ě ν p p∆ Q q`1, in the notation of [Sof14] . With an eye to future applications we supply a general version of his artifice in the next proposition. Before proceeding, we recall the sole required property of the sequence pλd q dPN , namely λ1 " 1 and λd ď 0 ď λd for all d ‰ 1.
Proposition 4.1. -Assume that P 1 , . . . , P n are sets of primes and that we are given functions f 1 , . . . , f n : N Ñ R satisfying the following properties,
Proof. -Let n i be squarefree integers composed entirely of primes in P i for all i " 1, . . . , n and assume that they are coprime in pairs. Then by p1q and p2q we get 1 "
where δ is the characteristic function of t1u. Noting that
ą 0 due to p2q and p4q, we deduce that
λd‚.
Each d in the sum can be written uniquely as d 1¨¨¨dn , where d i |m i |n i , and therefore writing m i " d i di allows us to transform the sums over m into
Note that m i |n i implies that m i is squarefree and hence gcdpd i , di q " 1. By p1q we get
and furthermore an easy computation reveals that the sum over di equals f i p
to the definition of p f i . One also has that gcdpd i ,
q " 1 since n i is squarefree, and hence p1q shows that f i pn i q " f i pd i qf i pn i {d i q . We obtain that
which proves the claim of our proposition in the case that each n i is squarefree and composed only by primes in P i . We shall need p3q to prove our proposition in its full generality. Given any positive integers k 1 , . . . , k n as in the statement of our proposition, define
Observe that by p1q, p3q and p5q we have f i pk i q " f i pn i q and hence
which concludes our proof.
Lemma 4.2. -Assume that n P N, z P R ąD 0 and let P pzq "
n with gcdpk i , k j q " 1 for all i ‰ j, we have
Proof. -Let P i be the set of primes in the interval pD 0 , zs and define the multiplicative function f i pnq through
Define for each i " 1, . . . , n,
and observe that for each ps, tq P B and i " 1, . . . , n, we have |∆ i ps, tq| ď A i B degp∆ i q . Injecting Lemma 4.2 into (3.6) produces the following result.
100npn`1q and let us define
ri ps, tq.
Then we have
where the implied constant is allowed to depend on ̟.
4.2. Transition to r functions. -Our aim in this section is to replace the r˚functions by functions that are amenable to divisor sum techniques. To this aim let us define for all ps, tq P B, i " 1, . . . , n, and m P N with m|∆ i ps, tq the function r i ps, t; mq :" ÿ k|∆ i ps,tq{m gcdpk,W q"1ˆF i ps, tq k˙.
For any a P Z´t0u, the Jacobi symbol p a k q is multiplicative with respect to k, and therefore, whenever A P Z´t0u, we are provided with ź
which implies that for all ps, tq P B and i " 1, . . . , n, one has ri ps, tq " ÿ m 2 i |∆ i ps,tq gcdpm i ,W q"1 µpm i qr i ps, t; m 2 i q.
Let us define for all Y P R ě 1 and d P D,
Lemma 4.4. -We have for all Y P R X p1, B
1{2
q, d P D and any ε ą 0,
Proof. -Each m i in (4.2) satisfies m 2 i ď |∆ i ps, tq| ď A i B degp∆ i q and hence the familiar estimate τ pnq Î ε B ε shows that
where
We next show that Lpmq is contained in a union of at most
n . This is trivially the case if there exists a prime p dividing one of the m i such that ∆ i ps, tq " 0 pmod p 2 q has no solution with ps, tq P Z 2 prim . In the opposite case, for each such prime p there exist at most
values of ξ such that all ps, tq in the aforementioned set belong in the lattice determined by the condition s " ξt pmod p 2 q or t " ξs pmod p 2 q and whose determinant is p 2 . Noting that m P M and hence the integers m i are coprime in pairs, we can combine these lattices in a single lattice Λ of determinant m 2 1¨¨¨m 2 n . The estimate
which, once injected into (4.3), provides the proof of our lemma by virtue of the fact that
for each m P M .
Our aim in §5 is to evaluate the sums S d pB; mq. We choose to state the end result of §5 here and explore its implications regarding MdpBq immediately. Before stating the result some notation is required. Let us introduce the following set of multiplicative functions
) .
Notice that U is a group under pointwise multiplication with identity given by the constant function f pnq " 1. Furthermore, for each element f P U there exists a ą 0, such that for all ε ą 0 we have
We shall find it convenient to define for each m P N and f P U the function
notice that for all pf pnq, mq P UˆN we have f pn, mq P U . It is straightforward to verify
n j¸( 4.6) for all n P N r and f P U , while the property
is obviously valid. Let us define for all d P N coprime to W and each i " 1, . . . , n,
d˙.
Extending both functions to N by letting them vanish when the argument has a prime divisor p ď D 0 , allows one to show that both τ i and ̺ i are multiplicative. Assuming that D 0 is large enough, Hensel's lemma can be utilised to prove that for all primes p ą D 0 and k P N we have |̺ i pp k q| ď τ i pp k q " τ i ppq ď degp∆ i q, and therefore there exists A i ą 1 such that for all ε ą 0 and d P N, the estimates
hold. Defining the arithmetic functions
enables us to state the main result of §5.
Theorem 4.5. -There exist functions g i , h i P U and a positive constant c, such that for each pd, mq P DˆM , we have
where the implied constant is independent of B, d and m.
Using Theorem 4.5 we can now deduce the following result.
Proposition 4.6. -There exist u i P U , c 1 ą 0, such that one has for all d P D,
where the implied constant is independent of B and d. 
Using (4.8) provides the estimate
which shows that the condition }m} ď Y in Apdq can be removed harmlessly. We therefore end up with a series whose Euler product is
The estimates ηppq Î 1 and η i ppq Î p imply that, once W is enlarged, we can safely assume c 
Evaluation of the ensuing divisor sums
Our aim in §5 is to prove Theorem 4.5.
Auxiliary results. -
We may use Hensel's lemma to deduce that for all ν P N and primes p ą D 0 ,
from which we infer that the function R i pp, zq :"
2) defined for z P C with |z| ď 2´1 {2 and primes p, satisfies
We can similarly prove the identity
For a fixed i " 1, . . . , n we let c " ∆ i p1, 0q and we immediately see that θ :" θ i {∆ i p1, 0q is a root of the irreducible integer polynomial ∆ i px, cq{c, and hence an algebraic integer. Therefore, letting k " Qpθq and K " Qpθ, a F i pθ, cqq, we see that Qpθ i q " Qpθq, thus leading to rK : ks " 2 via (3.5). The non-trivial irreducible representation of GalpK{kq gives rise to the entire Artin L-function and that for any ε ą 0 it satisfies G i psq -ε 1 whenever ℜpsq ą 1 2`ε . We may thus deduce that
and that for all ε ą 0,
p1´ℜpsqq`ε , whenever 1 2 ă ℜpsq ď 1, (5.8) the last property being due to the convexity bound [IK04, Eq.(5.20)] applied to L i psq.
Observe that (5.5) and the prime number theorem for the L-function L i psq reveal that 
5.2.
Preparations. -Recall the definition of the divisor sums S d pB; mq, introduced in (4.1). The fact ∆ i ps 0 , t 0 q ‰ 0 guarantees that for each prime p the sequence ν p p∆ i ps, tqq stabilises when ps, tq P B and ps, tq " ps 0 , t 0 q pmod p n q for n Ñ 8. Therefore enlarging W allows us to define integers W i , independent of s and t, composed of primes p ď D 0 such that if ps, tq " ps 0 , t 0 q pmod W q then ∆ i ps, tq : " |∆ i ps, tq|{W i . Defining for all pd, mq P DˆM , v P pR ě1 q n and ordered ψ P t0, 1u n , the entities
and ω ψ pvq " volpR ψ pvqq, (5.12) we have the following result.
Lemma 5.1 (Hyperbola trick). -For each pd, mq P DˆM we have
where q i " rd i , k i m 2 i s. Proof. -The p-adic stability property alluded to earlier, reveals that for all ps, tq P B one has r i ps, t; m The proof of our lemma is furnished upon injecting this equality into (4.1) and noticing that
i s due to the fact that both d i and m i are squarefree integers. Let us define for ψ P t0, 1u n , k P K and ξ P ś n i"1 pZ{q i Zq the set L ψ pk, ξq :" 7 " ps, tq P Z 2 prim X R ψ pkq :
ps, tq " ps 0 , t 0 q pmod W q , s " ξ i t pmod q i q * .
Lemma 5.2 (Partitioning in lattices). -For each pd, mq P DˆM we have
k i˙L ψ pk, ξq .
Proof. -As in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.1, one sees that gcdpq i , W q " 1 and q i |∆ i ps, tq imply that s{t pmod q i q is well-defined. We deduce that for all ps, tq appearing in the statement of Lemma 5.1 we have s " ξ i t pmod q i q for all i " 1, . . . , n, where ξ i is an integer satisfying the condition ∆ i pξ i , 1q " 0 pmod q i q. The property k i |q i validates the equalityˆF
k i˙, and the fact that 2| degpF i q shows that
an observation which concludes our proof.
5.3. Point counting in primitive lattices. -We call a lattice G Ă Z 2 primitive if the only integers fulfilling G Ă δZ 2 are δ "˘1.
Lemma 5.3. -Let A P Z 2ˆ2 be an upper triangular matrix of non-zero determinant and consider the lattice given by G " tAy : y P Z 2 u. We shall let its determinant and first successive minimum be denoted by detpGq and λ 1 pGq respectively. Assume that V Ă R 2 is a bounded measurable set whose boundary is piecewise differentiable and that x 0 P Z 2 and q P Z are such that gcdpx 0 ," 1 and gcd pdetpGq," 1.
p1q The estimate
pV q λ 1 pGqqḣ olds with an absolute implied constant. p2q If G is primitive then the quantity 7
up to an error
with an absolute implied constant.
Proof. -p1q Defining y 0 through detpGqy 0 " A adj x 0 pmodand letting y " y 0`q z we see that the quantity under consideration is 7tz P Z 2 : Az P pV´Ay 0 q{qu. Our proof is then concluded by observing that the region pV´Ay 0 q{q has volume volpV2 and length of boundary BpV. p2q We shall deploy Möbius inversion to detect the coprimality condition and due to gcdpx," 1 and x " x 0 pmod qq, we only need to ensure that x is coprime to integers coprime to q. Sieving out multiples of detpGqq, we see that the quantity under consideration equals ÿ mPN gcdpm,detpGqqq"1 µpmq7 ! y P Z 2 : m|My, gcdpAy, detpGqq " 1, y " y 0 pmod, Ay P V ) .
Due to gcdpm, detpGqq " 1, the condition m|Ay is equivalent to m|y and, letting y " mz, we obtain ÿ
Notice that in order for the inner quantity to be non-zero we must have λ 1 pGq ď }V } 8 {m.
Removing the condition gcdpAz, detpGqq " 1 reveals that the quantity under consideration equals ÿ
The set Gpkq :"
, whose first successive minimum λ 1 pGpkqq satisfies kλpGq ď λpGpkqq, since if v is a minimal non-zero integer vector of Gpkq then k|v and furthermore v{k P G. Assume that A is given by
We shall prove detpGpkqq " k detpGq by making use of (5.13). Indeed, factorising the squarefree integer k, known to divide detpGq, as k " k 1 k 2 , where k 1 has all of the prime factors of k dividing a 1 , and using the primitivity of the lattice, makes apparent that the property k|Az is equivalent to
where a 1 b " a 2 pmod k 2 q. Writing z 2 " k 1 u 1 and z 1 " bk 1 u 1`k2 u 2 for some u P Z 2 , and bringing into play the matrix
gives birth to Az " A 1 u. This equality allows us to acquire the desired result det pGpkqq " det pA 1 q " k detpGq.
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We next have
and therefore the first part of the present lemma confirms that
Using the inequality kλ 1 pGq ď λ 1 pGpkqq shows that the error term above is
while the main term equals
hence, utilising Lemma 5.4. -There exists c 0 ą 0 such that
where G k denotes the lattice
Proof. -By the Chinese remainder theorem there exists an integer ξ such that q i |ξ´ξ i for all i " 1, . . . , n. This shows that pξ, 1q is on the lattice G q , which is therefore primitive. Observing that the condition s " ξt pmod q 1¨¨¨qn q is equivalent to ps, tq lying within tAy : y P Z
By part p2q of Lemma 5.3 we see that the error term in the present lemma is
with an absolute implied constant. The inequality volpR ψ pkqq{p1`}R ψ pkq } 8 q Î B is valid when R ψ pkq is empty. In the opposite case, there exists some x P R ψ pkq Ă BR, which must necessarily be non-zero, and hence }x} 8 ě B inft}y} 8 : y P Ru Ï B. This implies that }R ψ pkq } 8 Ï B, and therefore R ψ pkq Ă BR confirms the validity of
The region R ψ pkq is a subset of the box BR which is cut out by at most 6 planar curves, each of degree at most 3, namely the curves given by |∆ i ps, tq| " ψ i k i e i Q i W i . This fact reveals that BpR ψ pkqq Î BpBRq Î B and hence
To finish our proof we observe that λ 1 pG k q ě λ 1 pGcan be inferred from k i |q i .
Define for all pd, mq P DˆM , ψ P t0, 1u n , the squarefree integers
(5.14)
The proof of the following result is inspired by an argument of Daniel [Dan99, Lem. 3 .2].
Lemma 5.5. -For each pd, mq P DˆM and ε ą 0, we have
Proof. -Using (5.1) in conjunction with gcdpm
2 i q " 1, allows us to procure the validity of ÿ
The error term in our lemma is of order Î ε B 1`ε ř k i ďQ i λ 1 pG k q´1, as one can deduce upon congregation of Lemmas 5.2, 5.4 and the estimate (4.8). The fact that the integers k i are coprime in pairs shows that the lattice G k has determinant k 1¨¨¨kn . Therefore, by Minkowski's theorem, its first successive minimum satisfies
from which we immediately infer that the sum over k i is
The last term is the contribution of the primitive (due to the minimality property of the first successive minimum) non-zero vectors v that are zeros of some ∆ i . The number of such vectors is twice the number of linear forms dividing ∆, if any. Observe that if ∆ j is linear then the available values k i ď Q i , i ‰ j, with v " λ 1 pG k 1 ,...,kn q are Op1q in cardinality, since k i |∆ i pvq and ∆ i pvq ‰ 0 assumes finitely many values. Our proof is now brought into conclusion upon deploying the estimate ř 0ă}v}ďz }v}´1 Î z.
5.5. Main term. -Our aim in this section is to estimate the average T d,ψ pB; mq. In contrast to all prior treatments of similar sums, we provide a uniform treatment for all ψ P t0, 1u n . Recall the definition of Q i and ω ψ provided in (5.11) and (5.12) respectively.
Lemma 5.6. -p1q For all ψ P t0, 1u n we have ω ψ p1, . . . , 1q " B 2 volpRq`OpB 3{2 }m}q. p2q For all i with ψ i ‰ 0 and each v i ě 1 we have
p3q The support of ω ψ is contained in
Proof. -p1q Our statement is obvious if ψ " 0 and if ψ ‰ 0 we shall show that for all i in the support of ψ we have, upon denoting
Our claim will then follow fromˇˇω ψ p1, . . . , 1q´B 2 volpRqˇˇď ÿ iPsupppψq vol pps, tq P BR : |∆ i ps, tq| ă z i q .
If degp∆ i q ě 3, then β i " vol pps, tq P R 2 : |∆ i ps, tq| ă 1q ă 8, and therefore vol pps, tq P BR :
we can also treat similarly the case when ∆ i is quadratic and irreducible in Rrs, ts. If ∆ i is linear, then a linear change of variables shows that vol pps, tq P BR :
which is sufficient. The last remaining case is when ∆ i is quadratic and splits over R, in this case it can be transformed into st. Denoting by R 1 the image of R under this transformation, we observe that the volume of tps, tq P BR 1 : |st| ă z i u is
which is sufficient for our proof. p2q In the case that degp∆ i q ě 3, we can follow the notation of the proof of part p1q to obtain volˆps, tq P BR :
which by the mean value theorem is Î Bm
. The remaining cases degp∆ i q " 1 or 2, are treated in a similar fashion. p3q It flows directly from the fact that |∆ i ps, tq| ď A i B degp∆ i q for all ps, tq P BR. p4q This part is a direct consequence of the inclusion R ψ pvq Ă BR.
Lemma 5.7. -Assume that h P U , b is coprime to W and define γ i " 2{p4`degp∆ i qq. Then there exist W 1 P W N, c P R ą0 and h 1 P U , such that for all 0 ă ε ă γ i and x ą 0, we have ÿ kďx gcdpk,bW 1 q"1
where the implied constant is independent of b and x.
Proof. -We shall begin by proving our claim in the case x ě 1. Define the arithmetic function g k : N Ñ R by
# hpkq̺ i pkq if gcdpk, bW q " 1, 0 otherwise and denote its Dirichlet series by F g psq. Multiplying W by sufficiently large primes produces a multiple W 1 of W and then by (5.3) we have that for all z P C with |z| ď 2´1 {2 and p ∤ W 1 one has R i pp, zq Î |z|. The fact that h P U shows that in the same range for z and for all primes p ∤ bW 1 , one has
which reveals that the product
defined for all b P N with gcdpb, W q " 1, converges absolutely in the region ℜpsq ą 1 2
. The bound
then proves that Φ b psq has no zero in the same region.
Recalling definition (5.6) enables us to see that the following factorisation is valid in the region ℜpsq ą 1,
and therefore by analytic continuation it is also valid for ℜpsq ą . This shows that F g may be extended to ℜpsq ą 1 2 and that, owing to (5.8), it satisfies the bound
Enlarging W ensures that the quantities
satisfy c ą 0 and h 1 P U , once the factorisation c " Φ 1 p1qP i p1q and (5.7) have been combined. Letting Gpxq :" ř kďx g k , a computation involving Euler products reveals that the constant F g p1q "
Gpuq{u 2 du equals ch 1 pbq. Our aim for the rest of this proof is to show that Gpxq Î ε b ε x 1´γ i`ε , by partial summation this would be sufficient for our lemma. The fact that F g psq converges for ℜpsq ą 1 2 immediately proves such an estimate, save for the dependence on b. However, Making this dependence explicit is the main point of our lemma; this requirement makes using contour integration indispensable.
Letting x ě 1 be a half-integer and using [MV07, Cor.5.3] with σ 0 " 1`1{ log x and T " x γ i , gives
Gpxq " 1 2πi
, as shown for example in [MV07, p.g. 180] . By (4.4) and (4.8) we deduce that there exists A ą 0 such that
This shows that
and therefore the bound ζp1`δq Î δ´1, valid for all δ ą 0, yields
Taking advantage of the fact that F g has no poles in the rectangle enclosed by the points σ 0˘i T and
T we may replace the vertical line of integration in (5.17) by two horizontal and a vertical line. An easy computation that makes use of (5.16) allows us to provide satisfactory upper bounds for the contribution coming from the three remaining segments, thus finalising the proof in the range x ě 1. In the remaining case 0 ă x ă 1 we notice that the sum over k in the statement of our lemma contains no terms and therefore the estimates c Î 1 and hpbq Î ε b ε prove that our claim remains valid in the region x ă 1.
Our next result regards averages of certain non-multiplicative functions that will appear in the forthcoming estimation of T d,ψ pB; mq. Recall definition (4.9).
Lemma 5.8. -Suppose we are given a function h P U and integers d, m and k 0 satisfying 1 " gcdpk 0 , dmq " gcdpk 0 dm, W q " µpdq 2 " µpmq 2 and define the integers
There exist h j P U and a constant c ą 0 such that for all 0 ă ε ă γ i , x ě 1, we have ÿ
argument, it has the advantage of providing a uniform treatment for all vectors ψ and forms ∆ i .
Lemma 5.9. -There exist c 1 ą 0 and multiplicative functions a j,i P U , such that
where the implied constant is independent of B, d, m and ψ.
allows us to express T 6 d,ψ pB; mq in the form ÿ
Let us note that for all a P U and d, m, k P Z, the identity apdmkq " apdqapm, dqapk, dmq (5.21) holds due to (4.6). We shall make repeated use of Lemma 5.7 to study the sum over k n , k n´1 , . . . , k 1 and at every step of this process, products of multiplicative functions in U evaluated at several combinations of products and quotients of the integers d i , m i , k i and gcdpd i , m i q will enter the stage. Therefore, using the coprimality conditions imprinted in the definitions of D, M , K and (4.7), we shall always use of (5.21) and the group law in U to rewrite these terms in the succinct form for some a i,j P U . While at each successive stage the values of the functions a i,j will vary, this will, however, leave unspoilt the validity of our lemma. We begin by applying Lemma 5.8 for i " n, d " d n , m " m n and
Denoting for all t P R X r1, 2Q n s, Sptq :" ÿ knďt gcdpkn,W k 0 q"1 ̺ n pk n qf 0 pk n , d n m n qτ n pd where γ " h 1˜ź j‰n d j m j k j¸h2 pd n qh 3 pm n , d n q for a constant c n ą 0 and functions h i P U , all of which are independent of B, d i , m i and k i . The integers d i m i k i are coprime in pairs, and hence letting a 1,i " a 2,i " a 3,i " h 1 , i ‰ n and a 1,n " h 2 , a 2,n " h 3 , a 3,n " 1, allows us to see that γ is of the shape (5.22). Define for fixed k 1 , . . . , k n´1 the function ω n pxq :" ω ψ pk 1 , . . . , k n´1 , xq and denote by S ω ptq the sum one obtains by replacing ̺ n pk n q in the definition of Sptq by ̺ n pk n qω n pk n q. If ψ n " 0 then the definition of ω ψ pvq implies S ω pQ n q " ω pψ 1 ,...,ψ n´1 ,0q pk 1 , . . . , k n´1 , 1qSpQ n q, while if ψ n " 1 then letting z :" rQ n s`1 and observing that ω n pzq " 0, by part p3q of Lemma 5.6 and the discrete version of partial summation we are provided with S ω pQ n q " ÿ tPN 1ďtďz´1
Sptqpω n ptq´ω n pt`1qq, which equals ω n p1qc n σ n pd n q τ |ω n pt`1q´ω n ptq| t γn‹ ‚.
Employing part p2q of Lemma (5.6) for i " n, v " pk 1 , . . . , k n´1 , tq and letting ω n´1 ptq " ω pψ 1 ,...,ψ n´1 ,0q pk 1 , . . . , k n´2 , t, 1q, a simple computation reveals that S ω pQ n q " ω n´1 pk n´1 qc n σ n pd n q τ 1 n´1 qpa 0 a 3,n´1 qpk n´1 , d n´1 m n´1 qω n´1 pk n´1 q. Repeating this process inductively to evaluate the sum over k n´1 , . . . , k 1 , yields the desired result upon using part p1q of Lemma 5.6. Perusing (5.19), Lemmas 5.5, 5.9, and letting c " 2 n c 0 c 1 , g i " pa 0 a 1,i q´1, h i " pa 0 a 2,i q´1, allows us to achieve the anticipated catharsis of the verification of Theorem 4.5.
Employing the Rosser-Iwaniec sieve
We shall make use of the Fundamental lemma of sieve theory; we choose to employ the version of the lemma supplied in [IK04, Lem. 6.3].
Lemma 6.1 (Fundamental lemma of sieve theory). -Let κ ą 0 and y ą 1. There exist two sets of real numbers Λ`" pλd q and Λ´" pλd q depending only on κ and y with the following properties: Moreover, for any multiplicative function gpdq with 0 ď gppq ă 1 and satisfying the dimension condition ź wďpăz p1´gppqq´1 ďˆl og z log w˙κˆ1`K log w˙( 6.5)
for all 2 ď w ă z ď y we have ÿ d|P pzq λd gpdq "˜1`O˜e´1
{̟ˆ1`K log z˙1 0¸¸ź păz p1´gppqq, (6.6)
where P pzq denotes the product of all primes p ă z and ̟ " log z{ log y, the implied constant depending only on κ. where we have made use of (6.2),(6.3) and ř d 1¨¨¨dn ďy }d} n Î y n`1`ε . Therefore Theorem 1.1 would follow from proving that the sum over d is Ï plog Bq´n {2 . We shall do so by applying Lemma 6.1 and we begin by verifying its assumptions.
Defining the multiplicative function p1´gppqq.
Fixing a suitably small positive value for ̟ ensures that the sum behaves asymptotically as ź păB ̟{100npn`1q p1´gppqq -plog Bq´n {2 , an estimate which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
